The notion of health as balance has influenced health care for long. It is not known in what ways, if any, this notion has influenced health research, and whether such influence is helpful. I conduct here a conceptual (rather than an empirical) study to address the unsolved problem whether the notion of health as balance (rather than balance restoring health), specified in various established ways, such as balance between internal and external forces, may be helpful when used in health research. I find that the notion of health as balance has challenges, such as when it focuses on homeostasis, as norms of health are not specified by such a notion. Yet the notion of self-organization has promise as a helpful specification of the notion of health as balance. Health research may benefit from the innovation of use of the notion of health as self-organization, such as by prioritizing host and person (rather than agent) in physical and mental health research and using complexity theory and related methods in relation to self-organization.
Introduction
Health care such as medicine has used the notion of balance as a reference point from early on. For example, ancient Greek and Roman medicine referred to health as a balance of humours, as have medieval European and Arabic medicine [1] . Indian, Chinese, Japanese, and other Eastern Asian medicines have also aspired to balance, such as by use of the notion of yin and yang [2] . North American aboriginal medicine has aimed at balance through the notion of harmony as manifest in the concept of the medicine wheel [3] , similarly to notions of health in Australasian aboriginal medicine [4] . Although it may not be as explicit in African traditional medicine [5] , much of it seems to assume health as balance.
Western allopathic medicine is grounded in balance-associated 20 th century no-tions such as homeostasis [6] , which was influenced by Claude Bernard's 19th century introduction of the notion of the stability of the internal environment [7] .
The notion of health as balance (rather than balance restoring health) may not matter much in practice if it does not influence much of health care. The notion of ill-health has evidently influenced much of health care, in historical, allopathic, traditional, and complementary and alternative medicine (CAM), both in prevention and in treatment (and arguably also in health promotion and in rehabilitation). Much of ill-health has been viewed as the disruption of health as balance, such as in the case of auto-immune disorders in regards to balance primarily within the body and in the case of infectious diseases in regards to balance primarily between the body/person and his/her environment (and most other disorders, such as cancer, combining these two aspects of balance). Thus, it seems that on the face of it, the notion of health as balance has influenced much of health care over time and across places and cultures.
It is not as known in what ways, if any, has the notion of health as balance influenced health research (as distinct from health care), and whether such influence is helpful. Admittedly, Claude Bernard based much of his pioneering research in physiology and pathophysiology, such as in relation to carbohydrate metabolism, on his notion of health as the stability of the internal environment, which was evidently helpful for him so much so that he eventually published a whole book on general research methodology informed by this notion and his related research [7] . Yet it is not clear to what extent modern and contemporary health research has followed suit, and whether it should. Furthermore, considering that the notion of health as balance seems to be prevalent in CAM, as well as in integrative care (integrating CAM with allopathic medicine), it is not clear in what ways if any CAM research uses it, and if it does whether it is helpful, particularly as this notion of health has been said to not lend itself well to rigorous health-particularly clinical-research, partly due to the non-linearity of phenomena involved in balance (recently developed complexity theory notwithstanding [8] ). I conduct here a conceptual analysis [9] (rather than an empirical study) to address the unsolved problem whether the notion of health as balance, specified in various ways (particularly as self-organization), may be helpful when used in CAM research and other health research.
The Notion of Health as Balance
Before delving into an analysis of the notion of health as balance and its research [12] , and notions of health as ideal presenting health as an (evolutionary or otherwise) ideal-or at least optimal (for given circumstances)-state or set of states [13] ; c. mechanistic versus holistic, with mechanistic notions of health presenting health as determined by parts of systems, as is the case supposedly with an injury causing ill-health, and holistic notions of health presenting health as determined by interactions of parts within systems and across systems, as is the case arguably with psychiatric disorders that demonstrate faults in interactions of various parts of the brain and in interactions between the person and his or her environment [14] . The notion of health as balance is related to and perhaps equivalent to a holistic notion of health.
Although there is no explicit agreement across time, places and cultures on what balance means, at a minimum it seems to refer to sustained effective interaction of parts or components of a system. What is considered sustained enough, effective enough, and included in or excluded from a particular system, seems to be determined by the persons addressing the system. This may partly explain why there is no clear agreement on the notion of health. Still, it seems clear enough that the notion of health as balance involves at least an assumption of optimal amounts of parts of the person's system and of their interactions, either of which may fluctuate over time; for example, health as balance may be balance between internal and external forces such as between immunity and infection (both of which may be beneficial or harmful, depending on extent and balance with other forces, e.g., probiotics are external yet beneficial and autoimmunity is internal yet harmful, as is cancer). Therefore, ill-health, according this notion, will consist of more than optimal and/or less than optimal amounts of parts of the person's system and of their interactions. Interestingly, an alternative health care approach such as orthomolecular medicine, known for its prescription of mega-doses of vitamins, seems to largely ignore the possibility that it is not just less than optimal but also more than optimal amounts of vitamins and other chemicals in the body that may lead to ill-health [15] , which raises the reasonable and important possibility that it can be iatrogenic as well as therapeutic.
The notion of health as balance is rather general. For analysis, it is helpful to be more specific, although the risk of any specification is that it may exclude some interpretations of the notion. Perhaps a standard interpretation of health as balance would do, such as homeostasis. A challenge with the concept of homeostasis is that in addition to being an allopathic concept, at least historically, which suggests that it may not easily apply to CAM, it is also recently criticized for not addressing various situations, such as health related phenomena that are anticipatory of health adversity rather than reactive to it. This is particularly relevant to beings such as humans whose brain can determine in advance health reactions (behavioural, physiological and other), both consciously and unconsciously, e.g., by means of anticipatory anxiety and the autonomic nervous system, respectively; this is termed allostasis [16] [17] [18] [19] . Perhaps more importantly, homeostasis is not independent conceptually as a notion of health:
"health cannot be the homeostatic maintenance of just any state. Some additional criteria must specify which states an organism's homeostatic mechanisms must maintain for it to be healthy. As we indicated, homeostasis requires a reference to some set points that an organism's compensatory responses are supposed to maintain, and these set points are not established by the notion of homeostasis itself but must be specified independently of it." ( [20] , p. 71).
Furthermore, "We find many biological functions that are not related to homeostatic regulation … one must at least admit other criteria for regulation than homeostasis … a norm is required that delineates proper from impaired regulation." ( [21] , p. 126). The same argument holds for allostasis, unless we believe in evolution as all-determining for such norms, which some allostasists have endorsed, but I will reject here due to insufficient evidence in support of such a belief. More generally, even regulation in itself requires norms independent of it to characterize health, as has been shown in relation to maladaptive regulation reactions such as the General Adaptation Syndrome, which may start adaptively in reaction to stress but becomes maladaptive when it continues for long [22] .
Thus, homeostasis, allostasis and more generally regulation seem insufficient and hence inadequate as specifications of the notion of health as balance.
The Notion of Health as Self-Organization
Another specification of the notion of health as balance is health as self-organization, characterized as processes resulting in relatively invariant properties of an organism in differing and sometime challenging conditions, within certain limits of viability ( [10] , p. 84). Although this notion may seem similar to homeostasis, allostasis and regulation, its formal focus on self, complex as that may be, facilitates norming of health in relation to self-biological, psychological and perhaps other. In particular, complexity theorists have been developing relevant theoretical frameworks, simulation models and other research approaches in order to study complexity notions related to health. This started in the mid-20 th century with approaches influenced by cybernetics, addressing self-organizing systems in general-such as crystals, in addition to living systems that have various states of equilibrium, each state depending on an adaptation to changed circumstances or more generally to changed environmental and other conditions (such as necessarily occurring wear and tear) ( [23] , p. 275). Currently, this research continues with characterization of self-organization as "processes of selfmaintenance, such that a trait has (or serves) a specific function, to the extent that the trait contributes to the maintenance of the biological organization to which it belongs." ( [24] , p. 87). In practical terms, self-organization and its disruptions may consist most generally of self-creation and its disruptions, such as embryogenesis and teratogenesis, respectively, and of self-repair and its disruptions, such as wound healing and abscess formation, respectively [10] . This approach can be applied not only to physical health but also to mental health (as much as these two aspects of health can be distinguished), such as in relation to recovery of people with schizophrenia [25] . Arguably, a limitation is that self-organization may be determined by evolution, and hence possibly reduced to it. Whether determination equals reduction or not, evolutionary mechanisms of life seem to be a possible and perhaps necessary, but certainly not sufficient, set of explanations of self-organization. For example, in evolutionary theory the environment is central; whereas in complexity theory properties of the system, such as its internal structure, largely unrelated to its environment, are central [8] .
What may be some research implications of such a notion of health as self-organization? First, norms of health of self-organization should be clarified, self-organization (termed recovery in the mental health field), addressing both the individual [29] and his or her environment-especially the social environment or community [30] . It remains to be seen to what extent CAM will align with this direction in relation to mental health research.
Conclusion
The notion of health as balance has challenges, such as when it focuses on homeostasis, as norms of health are not specified by such a notion. The notion of self-organization holds promise as a helpful specification of the notion of health as balance. CAM and other health research may benefit from the innovation of use of the notion of health as self-organization, such as by prioritizing host and person in physical and mental health research, and possibly by using complexity theory and its methods in relation to self-organization.
